In this paper we propose a new numerically reliable computational approach to determine the J-innerouter factorization of a rational matrix G. The proposed approach is completely general being applicable whenever G is proper or not, or of full column/row rank or not. In contrast to existing "one-shot" methods which require the solution of Riccati or generalized Riccati equations, the new approach is recursive and avoids such computationally involved steps by using instead a recursive state-space approach. The resulting factors have always minimal order descriptor representations.
Introduction
Let G(A) be a given p x m stable rational transferfunction matrix (TFM) of a linear time-invariant continuous-time or discrete-time descriptor system and let G = ( E , A , B , C , D ) denote an equivalent nth order regular (det(AE -A ) f 0) irreducible descriptor representation satisfying G( A) = C(AE -A)-lB + D , where X is either s or z , de- pending on the type of the system. We assume that G has no zeros on the imaginary axis for a continuous-time system or on the unit circle circle for a discrete-time system. In this paper we address the problem to compute a J-inner-outer factorization of G, namely G = G;Go, where G; is a square J-inner factor and Go is an outer factor. Recall that for a given inertia matrix J , G;
is J-inner means Gi is stable and GtJGi = J , where Gf(s) = GT(-s) in continuous-time and GZ(z) = GT(l/z) in discrete-time. In this paper, Go is outer means that it has only stable poles and zeros. This definition of outer matrices extends, by a slight abuse of language, the standard definition [l] (applicable to full row rank matrices), to rational matrices of arbitrary rank.
In this paper we propose a new numerically reliable computational approach to compute the J-innerouter factorization of G. In contrast to several "one-shot" methods [2] , [3], [4] , which require the solution of Riccati or generalized Riccati equations, our approach is recursive and avoids such computationally involved steps by using instead a recursive state-space approach. Generalized Lyapunov equations of order at most two are solved repeatedly to compute suitable elementary J-inner factors to reflect the unstable zeros into the stable region of the complex plane. The proposed approach is completely general being applicable whenever G is proper or not, or of full column/row rank or not. The resulting J-inner and outer factors have always minimal order descriptor representations.
The procedure to compute J-inner-outer factorizations is conceptually similar to that of [5] to compute inner-outer factorizations and has the following main steps: If the generalized inverse G+ computed at step 1 is an (l,%)-generalized inverse satisfying GG+G = G and G+GG+ = G+ [6] , then it is easy to see that the computed Go is outer. This follows by observing that N is a stable (1,2)-generalized inverse of Go, satisfying GONG, = Go and NGoN = N.
The requirements at step 1 that GS has the only unstable poles, the unstable zeros of G , and at step 2 that Gi has least order ensure that the order of the resulting J-inner factor Gi equals the number of unstable zeros of G. The requirement for the least order of Gi is a necessary condition to compute the corresponding Go because the need for unstable poles-zeros cancellation in computing GY'G at step 3. The existence of the J-inner-outer factorization is implicitly verified by the procedure to compute G;.
In the rest of the paper we discuss in detail the main computational problems appearing in the proposed computational approach. 
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Computation of generalized inverses
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In this section we discuss a numerically reliable approach to compute a descriptor representation of a particular (1,2)-generalized inverse G+ fulfilling the requirement to have as unstable poles the unstable zeros of G. It is known that for a non-square full rank TFM G the zeros of G (finite and infinite) are always poles of any left or right inverse G+ [7, page 4671. However besides these fixed poles G+ generally possesses also spurious poles resulting from the particular way the inverse was determined. In order to simplify the procedure at step 2, it is convenient to devise an inversion procedure by which these spurious poles result always stable. This allows an easy computation of a least order inner denominator (if exists) at step 2.
Consider system matrix pencil
The computation of an (1,2)-generalized inverse of G relies on the following straightforward formula [8] where S(X)+ is an (1,2)-generalized inverse of S(X).
It can be readily verified that if S(X)+ is an (1,2)-generalized inverse then the corresponding G+(X) in (2) is also an (1,2)-generalized inverse [8] .
With the help of two orthogonal matrices Q and 2 it is possible to reduce the system pencil (1) to the following Kronecker-like form which exhibits the complete Kronecker structure of S(X): we obtain thus a generalized (1,2)-inverse of S(X) can be computed as [6] S(X)+ = zv-l
To compute a descriptor representation of the generalized inverse G(X)+ it is not necessary to explicitly waluate &2 (A)-'. If we denote
-- From the above construction it is clear that the poles of G+ include always the zeros of G (the generalized eigenvalues of the regular part (4) ) as the fixed poles of G+. The spurious poles are the union of generalized eigenvalues of the pairs ( A , + B,F, E,) and (Al + KCl, El) and as mentioned before, can be arbitrarily assigned. If G has only stable zeros, then this approach can be used to compute stable generalized inverses of G by appropriately determining stabilizing matrices F and K . Generally with F and K stabilizing, the only unstable poles of the generalized inverse (8) are the unstable zeros of G . Thus G(X)+ satisfies the condition imposed at step 1 of the procedure proposed in the previous section having the only unstable poles the unstable zeros of G.
To compute at step 3 the outer factor Go only the J-inner denominator Gi in the RCFJID G+ = NGi' is necessary. As it will be apparent in the next section, in this case the output matrix -52
of G+ plays no role in the computatiop. In-fact, to compute G; it is sujfficient t o have A -XE, the lower right corner of A12 -XE12 defined as
%nd 6, the corresponding rows of the input matrix The reduction techniques to compute (3) or (10) is based on structure preserving algorithms similar to those described in [9] to compute the system zeros.
A complete algorithm to compute (3) is described in detail in [lo] together with the corresponding computational programs. The simpler form (10) is an intermediary step in computing (3). The stabilizing matrix K in (9) 
Computation of the J-inner factor
Let G = ( E , A , B , C, D ) be a stabilizable descriptor representation of a rational TFM G and let J = diag(Im,, -Imz) be a given inertia matrix such that ml + m2 = m, where m is the number of columns of G. In this section we present an algorithm to compute a least order J-inner denominator Gi of a RCFJID of G, G = NGL1. This algorithm can be used at step 2 of the proposed approach to determine the least order J-inner denominator factor of the RCFJID of G+. The algorithm to compute G; is similar to that proposed in [12] to compute right coprime factorizations with inner denominators and relies on several simple facts. (12) and thus the equations (11) and (12) serve as explicit updating formulas of fractional representations.
Elementary first or second order J-inner factors can be used to reflect the unstable poles of G to symmetric positions with respect to the imaginary axis in case of continuous-time systems or with respect of the unit circle in case of discrete-time systems. This pole dislocation technique is used in our algorithm and is conceptually similar to the conjugation technique proposed in [2] . Formulas to compute elementary J-inner denominators are established below. 
Computation of outer factor
The outer factor Go can be computed by removing the uncontrollable unstable eigenvalues from the descriptor representation of GT'G:
These eigenvalues can be removed in a numerically sound way by using the following approach. First reduce the pair
A O E
by using an orthogonal similarity transformation, to an ordered GRSF where the unstable diagonal blocks are situated in the bottom right corner of the resulting pair. Because the unstable eigenvalues are uncontrollable, the corresponding rows in the transformed input matrix should be zero. Thus, after applying the transformations to the input and output matrices of Gi'G , the nth order outer factor results by simply retaining the subsystem corresponding to the first n stable eigenvalues.
Conclusions
A completely general implementable procedure to compute J-inner-outer factorizations of rational matrices has been proposed. All computational steps of this procedure can be performed by using exclusively numerically reliable algorithms. The procedure is well suited for robust and modular software implementation. With J = I , it can be used to compute inner-outer factorizations too. It is worth to mention that the proposed procedure is applicable even when the given rational matrix has zeros on the imaginary axis for a continuoustime system or on the unit circle for a discrete-time system.
